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Dark matter is one of the biggest mysteries in particle physics today and has never been conclusively observed, despite evidence from
astrophysics and cosmology suggesting it makes up 85% of the matter in the Universe.
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Direct detection experiments such as DarkSide-20k (DS20k) aim to observe events from
galactic dark matter (DM) interacting with and scattering off atomic nuclei. Observing
such interactions, although they must be extremely rare, would enable unambiguous
discovery of dark matter and study of its properties for the first time.
Attempting to detect dark matter is a challenging feat of both engineering and science,
and my work has focused on extracting the most information possible out of data-sets,
including probing a wider range of dark matter masses and expanding searches to include
possible non-standard interactions.
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How will DarkSide-20k achieve world
leading sensitivity to dark matter?
Inner dual phase time projection chamber
(TPC) filled with 50 tonnes of liquid argon as
a DM target. Combined with a 10 year
proposed run time this large exposure
increases the chance of seeing very rare
events

Gran Sasso National
Laboratory
1400 m of rock above the laboratory shields

Ultra pure underground argon, a factor of
1000 less radioactive than atmospheric
argon, and custom-designed ultra-low
radioactivity detector materials

the detector from cosmic ray backgrounds
which can mimic a dark matter signal

700 tonne liquid argon neutron veto
system used to detect and reject rare
natural radioactive backgrounds
faking a dark matter interaction

Outer cryostat of the detector is 8m tall, giving
a huge target for dark matter to possibly enter

DS20k will attempt to observe
dark matter entering the
detector and scattering Ar nuclei
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DS20k currently under construction, with
data-taking planned for 2024
Inner TPC will be instrumented with
photo-sensors to detect ionisation and
scintilation light pulses
Time of arrival of signals, energy
deposited and pulse shape characteristics
can be used to attempt to distinguish rare
dark matter events from backgrounds
Dark matter search region expected to
contain < 0.1 background events in the
entire lifetime of the experiment
Feasibility study ongoing for the siting of
a smaller, dedicated experiment sensitive
to very low mass DM in a Yorkshire
potash mine.

Incoming
DM

Instrumented with 10,000 cutting-edge cryogenic silicon
photosensors with ability to detect single photons, with high
quantum efficiency, low noise and low intrinsic radioactivity

Newly-designed silicon photosensors must be studied to ensure their
performance reaches the required level to see a dark matter interaction
I am currently working within a laboratory in Naples, Italy, where different specially designed
PDUs (photo-detector units) are being tested. These state of the art sensors have the ability to
distinguish and measure single photons. They must have > 40% quantum efficiency and a dark
noise rate of < 0.01 Hz/mm2. The total area of PDUs in DS20k will be 25m2, and the UK is
producing 25% of these. Work is ongoing with partners in industry and academia towards
creating a UK facility for the large scale production of these photosensors.
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Studies are ongoing to expand the sensitivity of DM experiments, and to quantify the sensitivity to
non-standard interactions to avoid making assumptions about the nature of dark matter
1. How can we maximise discovery potential to low mass DM?
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DarkSide-20k inner TPC expanded down to 60 MeV.

2. What if DM interacts differently with protons and neutrons?
Using such theories, we calculate exclusion limits for current and
future experiments and show that different target materials can
have wildly varying abilities to be sensitive to the existence of
DM, motivating building detectors with different targets.
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DarkSide is an international collaboration of ~350 scientists from 15 countries around the world. The DS20k detector is a next-generation dark
matter search, with the best chance yet of observing dark matter in the lab. My research spans performance testing of newly-developed sensors for
this detector, experimental design work and theoretical work into how to maximise experimental sensitivity to the unknown nature of dark matter.

